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PUNISHMENT IS ALWAYS NEWS
pr~soners known as the Americlln 'drug
The reiease on licence of two Federal pr~soners

grannies' and their deportation to America shows the need. for reforms of the law
governing punishment of Federal offenders in Australia.
g'overning

r refer,

of course. to the deportation on 23 March 1983 of Florice Bessire, 66,

and Vera. Todd Hays, 65, following their release from the Silverwater Women's
Women1s Prison in
. Sydney after servirg
servir:g five years of a 14-year sentence for importing 1.9 tennes of cnnnabi.<;
cannabis
into Australia. The two were Federal prisoners convicted
convicterl of Federal crimes. Of all the
defective Australian systems for the eariy release of prisoners, the Federal system is the
lmost
Imost defective'.
defective ' • The
The defects were caJ;led to attention in.8 1980 report of the Australian
lS enteocing of Federal Offenders!. Some of the proposals in
Law Reform Commission on 'Senteocing
the report were implemented by legislation in 1982. But the great taSks of sentencing
reform in

Au~tra.lia·
Au~tra.lia·

still lie ahead. The new Federal Attorney-General, Senator Gareth

Evans is well aware of the defects in Federal sentencing law and policy. The published
policy of the ALP before the election imluded commitments to a number of the
recommendations made by the Australian Law Reform Commission:

* Establishment of a Federal Sentereing Council to ensure more uniform punishment.

*

Implementation

of

law

reform

recommendations

relating

to uniformity of

treatment of Federal offenders in State prisons.
prisons .

.*
.*

Implementation of recommendations On reform of parole laws and proced.ures.

*-Increasing the resources of the Law Reform Commission to permit it to complete
its Sentencing enquiry.

-2Obviously it will take time and a good denl of effort to secure major reforms in such a
controversial and sensitive area.
WORST SYSTEM OF ALL

The Australian Law Reform Commission's inquiry disclosed

fl
fl.

number of serious

rlefects in the way in which punishments nrc
Dre imposed on Federal offenrlers in Austrnlia.
Until lAWS are changed and necessary institutions established, reforms will rCffiRin
rcmRin
haphazard
hAphazard and highly personalised. Amongst the

~)e:fects
~)e:fects

affecting punishment of Federal
affecting'

prisoners set out in the Law· Reform Commission'S
Commission's report are:

* The necessity of involving busy
bUSy political officers such

85

the Attorney-General in

the routine consideration of individual cases of Federal prisoner parole and licence
release.

* The-abrence of any Federal parole board in Australia.

* ·Uncertainty

on the pArt
gAols, as to who
psrt of Federal
Federel prisoners, hOllsed in StAte p:£lols,

controls their parole or release and to whom they shoUld
shOUld make submissions.

* Serious differences between State laws and policies
pOlicies on parole and early relea:::e nnd
those governing Federal prisoners.

*

Different provision'> in State laws affecting the early release of Federal prisoners
in some Stotes, particularly Tasmania and Queensland where non parole periods are
fixed by statute rather than the sentencing judge.

*

The persistence of the unsatisfactory features of parole in the case of Federal
prisoners.

The administrative procedures associated with the early release of Federal prisoners in
Australia, whether on parole or licence, are uncertain and unfair. Federal offenders do not
AUstralia,
know when they are to be released from prisons. This uncertainty is u!1settlinp:
u!1settling to them
and unfair to them and to their families. The Federal system of parole and release on
licence has inbuilt structural causes of disparity in the treatment of Federal prisoners in
different parts of Australia. In most States, F'ederal prisoners are released early on
parole. In Tasmania and Queensland, where the State legislation is different ahd
and State
judges have different practices, Federal prisoners are released, if at all, on licence rather
than

~role.
~role.

Figures secured by the Australian Law Reform Commission tend to suggest

that release on licence depends significantly on the attitude of the Attorney-General of
the day. Whilst some reflection of community attitudes throup;h
throug-h political officers is
appropriate, it would be better for prisoners, politicians
pOliticians and the criminal justice system if
improved institution') and procedures could be substituted for the present inequality ·and
uncertainty.

--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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-3All systems of early release in Australia, whether by parole, remission or
release on licenc'e, are unsatisfactory in numerous ways. However, the Federal system was
the worst of all.
COMPARISON WITH STATE PRISONERS

published electoral
Fortunately, Senator Evans knows that this is the case. His pUblished
program indicates an intention to tackle the institutional problem. That problem arises

inevitably out of a Federal system in which Federal prisoners are tried in State courts,
ineVitably
sent to State prisoro and where released, supervised by State probation and parole
officers. Yet they are not dealt with in the same way 85 State prisoners. If they had a
superior nationwide system, which was more efficient and humane, they would· not
complain. Instead, they have nn inefficient,system which is unclear to them, gives them

much_ on the
1e'sser
le'sser benefits than State prisoners and which they must know depends very much.
personality and attitudes of the person who happens to be Federal Attorney-General when

applielltion com~ 'lip. The -compllrison with the treatment of f;tate
f)tate pric:oner.s
pric;oner.s is
their appliclltion
because they live t66ether. Little things illustrate the disparities.
constantly before them, becau~
For example, in 1977 all State prisoners were given a special remission for the Queen's
Visit, as is usual. But no special remission was given to Federal prisoners. In New South
Wales, significant numbers of State prisoners with good records in prison, have been
released on licence as part of the policy of the Minister for Corrective Services, Mr
Jackson. That policy cannot extend to Federal or ACT prisoners. The Federal system is

not a good one. Winston Churchill once said that you could tell the civilisation of n
country by the way in which it ,treated its prisoners. On that test, in respect of Federal
prisoners, Australia does not come up well. This is not a matter of mollycoddling

-of 'bleeding hearts'. It is simply a matter of
antisocial people. It is not a matter ·of
introducing more certain punishment and better institutions to' supervise that punishment.
REFORMS NECESSARY

focus· attention on the
It would be my hope that the 'drug grannies' case will focus'
need for better institutions and procedures to deal with Federel prisoners in Australia.
The way ahead is pointed in ·the
"the Law Reform Commission's 1980 report. Senator Evans, in
his pre-e1ection program, has indicated that he will be examining that report closely. It
involves:

-of a Federal Sentencing Cooncil to lay down clearer guidelines
* The establishment 'of
judges and magistrates in punishing more eql.tally Federal
including for State jUdges
cou-r.try.
offenders in all parts of the cou-ntry.

--, ...

,

,._. __..- - - - -
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which prisoners will actually serve but on
* A move towards more definite sentences which
and-closer to the time that
the basis that those sentences will be generally shorter and·closer

is now actually served by prisoners.

* The abolition of the 'charade' of parole or the replacement of the present defective

*

a"nd procedures.
parole system with more routine institutions a"od
The Federal Attorney-General would be relieved of .the
the day-to-day decisions on
parole and licence, though he would retain 8 reserve power to recommend the
prer~ati ve
prer~ati

of mercy.

Bnd that the rules dld
did not greatly
Prisoners would know the rules, who dispensed the rules and

chnng-e with a change of Minister. Equal justice under the law involves the effort to
reduce idiosyncratic features, particularly in imprisonment and criminal punishment.
Pending the introduction of new laws and institutions for Federal offenders, the
Pending'

Attorney-General could take a number of reforming steps, including the use of license
release. Rut these temporary expedients will be no substitute for basic structural reform
covering all Federal prisoners in all parts of

t~e

.country. There Rre not many of then) -

only about 400 of 10,000 prisoners. They are generally younger, less violent and there are
far greater ·nu mbers of women than State prisoners (24~ rather than 4%). But their needs
for reform have been largely
lar~ly overlooked and I hope the recent case brings the need for
basic changes cut
out into the open.
FEDERAL SENTENCING REFORM ACTION

Let me now say something about the Australian Law Reform Commission itself,
something aboot the reforms already introduced, based on our sentencing report l and
somethingsomething abnout the tasks awaiting attention.
The Australian Law Reform Commission is a Federal organisation, established
with the support of all Parties in the Federal Parliament. It reports to Parliament on
projects assigned to it by the Federal Attorney-General. Its Commissioners have included
$ir Zelman Cowen, the
some of the most distinguished lawyers in our country - such as ;3ir
former Governor-General and Sir Gerard Brennan, a Justice of .the High Court of
Australia. It is a small body with a. research staff of 9. There are
arc 4 full-time
Commissioners,

assisted

by

7

part-time

Commissioners.

From

successive

Attorneys-General, the Commission has received a program of highly controversial,
sensitive and difficult tasks, including· many in the field of crime and punishment. The
Crimes Amendment Act 1982 ·illustrates, the fact that the Commission is not just an
academic body. Its proposals have led onto legislative reform both at a Federal and State
level in Australia. Though the proportion of crime that is Federal crime in Australia is
small, it is not insignificant,
t)as special featureS and it is the area of
inSignificant, it is growing, it l)as
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responsibility of the Federal Parliament and its agencies, including the Law Reform
Commission. Moreover, one of the benefits of Federation is that reform ideas proposed
for one jtrrisidiction can flow over to encourage reform in, others. This may be especially
so where the reform initiative comes at a Commonwealth level, becnuse
bec(luse the impact it;
likely to be mOre -widespread and

pervash~,
pervash~,

precisely because of the 08tiool11
nationlll application

reforming laws.
of Commonwealth reforming'
It is therefore relevant and timely for a conference such as this to be awnre of
the content of the Crimes Amendment ACt 1982. Putting it brieny,
brienYl the reforms
introduced by the 1982 Federal stattites include:
prOVisions to restrict the imposition of sentences of imprisonment on
* Statutory prOVIsIons

Commonwealth offenders to .cases
,cases of 'last resort
resort';1j

* Introduction of prOVisions
provisions for conditional release of Commonwealth offenders after
nfter
I?erson
conviction, including upon condition that a l?erson

~"'ill,
~"'illJ

during the time !ipecified,

~tlpervisfon of a
n prohation officer,
officer;
he slnject to the ~tlpervisfon

* Provision,
PrOVision, in the case of convicted 'Commonwealth offenders, of non-cllstodial
non-cllstodia1
alternatives to imprisonment available in respect of State offenders but not so far
conviction;
available for. Commonwealth offenders on their convictionj
There are other provisions in the 1982 Act. But the ones I have mentioned will
be the most important. nnd the most relevant to this

~yorkshop. The
~Yorkshop.

1982 Act inserts in the

Commonwealth Crimes Act a new provision, s.17 A. This section clearly accepts the
primary thrust of the Australian Law Reform Commission's report on sentencing of
suggested obligation of any court
Fedeml offenders. In particular, it accepts the sugg'csted
rcasons in writing for
sentencing- n person to prison for a Commonwealth offence, to state reasons
doing so and to cause those reasons to be entered in the records of the court. The
precL<;c criteria for imprisonment which were
Commonwealth measure did not adopt the precL<;e
enda.nfitermcnt of life or personal security
proposed in the Commission's report (namely the endanfitermcnt
or that no other punishment Would be sufficiently severe or to deal with the case of
sa.me token the adoption of the princil?le
principle now incorporated by
repeated offences). By the same
directing· the attention of judges and magistrates, in dealing with
s.17A may be useful in directing,
Federal offenders, to the need to restrict the imposition of sentences of imprisonment and
more fully to explore alternatives, including alternatives which involve .the greater use of
probation:
17 A(l).
A(I). A court shall not pass a

s~ntence

of imprisonment on any
nny person for on

the Commonwealth, or t.he Au.strallan Capital Territory
offence against the law of the
..• unless th.e
or an external Territory ..•unless
th,e Crort after having considered all other
a11 the
available sentences is satisfied that no other sentence is appropriate in all
ro
.......
...... .,+on
.,+O .......
n ...
n', .......
.... C>Cl
C>C!

....

f thD.
th.o ro<><:-'"
nf>C;:.o
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-6A further very important provision of the Crimes Amendment Act 1982 inserts

in the Commonwealth Crimes Act the following new provisions:
20AB(I). Where under the law of a State or Territory a court is empowered in
particular cases to pass a sentence or make an order known as a community service
order, a work order, a sentence of periodic detention, an attendance centre order;
a sentence of weekend detention or

8J1

attendance order, or to pass or make a

similar sentence or order Of a sentence or order that is prescribed for the purposes
corvicted or an offence against the law of
of this section, in respect of a person cOJ'lvicted
the State or Territory, such a sentence or order may in corresponding eDses he
passed or made by that court or any Federal court in resocct of n person convicted
before that firstmentioned court, or before that Federal court in that State or
Territory, of an offence against the law of the Commonwealth.
In short, where, if the offender had been a State offender, he could have been given 8a
non-custodial sentence, in future, Commonwealth offenders will be able to he denlt with
in a similar non-custodial way. Until now, the options available to the courts in dealing
with Federal offenders have been very distinctly circumscribed. The growing realisation
of the incapacity of our prisons to reform, their frequently ·adverse effect in instilling
criminality in prisoners and the very great cost of keeping people in prison (variously
estimated at between $15,000 to $25,000 a year) have all directed the attention of
reformers, administrators and thinking members of the community to alternatives that
are more cost effective and no less ineffective as punishments for convicted offenders.
AUstralian Law Reform Commission's report
One other development out of the Australian
should be mentioned. The previous Federal Attorney-General, Senator Durack in 1982 held
discussions with State Attorneys-Genera.l on a proposal put forward in the Australian Law
Commission'S report for the establishment
estabHshment of a national Sentencing Ccxmcil. The
Reform Commission's
precise proposal advanced by Senator Durack was somewhat different to that envisaged by
the Commission. We were limited by our Act and terms of reference to Federal offences
wilI seek to promote g-reater uniformity of
and offenders. He envisaged a body which will
punishment in State and Territory as well as Commonwealth crime. Secondly, the Law
Reform Commission envisaged a Sentencing Council which would comprise a variety of
judges, Federal and
actors in the criminal justice drama. It was proposed that there be jUdges,
State,

magistrates,

criminal justice administrators,

correction'> officers, probation

quaJified to be non-judicial members of the
officers, legal practitioners and academics qualified
Council. As reported "by Senator Durack, his proposal envisaged confining the Sentencing
Croncil to judges only. Nonethele:;s, the propooal was
CO-mcil
a

most

desirable

national

gool

that

of

n~

important step in the direction of

bringing

greater

rationality

and
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uniformity to the pWlishment of those who are convicted of offences 8gclinst
against OUf
our criminal
laws: Federal and State. Unfortunately, the proposal ws dropped by the Fraser

Government when it ran into opposition in n number of States. As I have said it was
included in the ALP law and justice policy before the recent Federal Election.
The report upon which these recent .Federal
_Federal developments have been based is,
by any account, a major study and one of interest and relevance to probation and parole

officers. It is the first national examination of sentencing ever carried out in the
Australian Commonwealth. The Commission was led in .the project by Professor Duncan
Chappell, a criminologist with a worldwide reputation. The Commissioners were assisted
by a team of honorary consultants drawn from various disciplines.
djsciplines. Among the consultants

were Dr. A. A. Bartholomew, consultant psychiatrist with the Department of HE'Alth
HeAlth in
Victoria, Mr. L. B. Gard, Director of the Department of Correctional Services in South
Australia, Mr. J.G. Mackay, Director of Probation and Parole Services in Hobart, jUd(?;cs,
judges,
magistrates
and police. Additionally, the Commission had the assistance of public opinion
magic;tratesand
polls addressed to issues such as parole reform, a survey of Federal and State prisoners
and, most novel of all, a na,tional survey of judges arid
and magistrates addressed to the issues
of senteming
senteming- reform. The report contained 129 recommendations. It was delivered as an
interim report, for much remains to be done when the Australian Law Reiorrn Commission
can secure the resources to revive the project. Amongst matters to be dealt with in the
future are:

* completion of the drafting of a comprehensive Federal Sentencing statute;
* conclusion of consultation, including with State co.ueagues,
co.lleagues, concerning .the many
recommendations

contained

in

the

report

affecting

State

corrections

administration;

*

completion of the analysis of reforms needed in the Commonwealth's Territories,
which have suffered the gr-eatest neg}
eet of senteocing reform, resUlting often in
neglect
the shortest list of available alternatives for tne jUdicial
judicial officer proceeding to
se~tence
se~tence a

convicted offender; and

* specific study of particular
partiCUlar offender groups, such as migrants, the mentally ill,
women offenders (highly represented in Commonwealth crime), drug offenders and
so on.
Much remains to be done. However, the passage of the Crimes Amendment.Act
1982 and, the
nE;w Government's proposal for a national Sentencing Council and reforms of
thenE;w
parol~
parol~

are an indication that even in so controversial an area as this, reform can be

achieved
achieved.... Criminal punishmeryt is a matter of high controversy, upon which just about
every member of the community has firm opinions. It is encouraging to see that action
eRn be achieved. The Australian Law Reform Commission is a body established to
Parliamentary process deal with just such difficult problems as this.

~elp

the

~-------------------------------_ ..
~--------------------------------

----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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RL .lRM OF PROBATION AND PAROLE, SIX RECENT REPORTS

witll .the generAl context of the Australian
I have dealt so far Wjtll

TAIW

R(>form
Rt>form

Commission project on reform of sentencing for Federal offenders. Within that context,

lind porole in the case of
particular Attention was given to the reform of probation and
Federal offen<1ers. The Australian Law Reform Commission enquiry into this subject
severn) in Australasia
AustraJasia and beyond addressed to the overhaul of
only one of severa)

Wfl.:'5
Wf!.:'5

ptlnish~ent of
ptlnish~ent

offenders:

*

In 1973 the first report of the Criminal Law and Penal Methods Reform Committee
of South Australia, chaired by Justice; Roma Mitchell contained an extensive

examination of parole with proposals for reform in "South Australia.
* In 1978 the report of the Royal Commission into N.S.W. Prisons chaired by Mr.
contai~ed a major review of the correctional
Justice Nagle was released. It too contai~ed
N .S. W. and dealt at length with parole.
system of N.S.W.

*

In 1978 the Parole Review Committee chaired by Judge A.G. Muir Q.C. was
specificnl1y to review
reView the parole system in N.S.W. Its report WA.5
WR5
established specifically
February 1979.
released in FebnJary

* A report on p'arole, prison accommodation and leave from prison in Western
Australia was prepared by Mr. Kevin Parker Q.C. and released in 1979. It contains

a major reviev.:
revie~ of the Western Australian parole system.

*

The Australian Law Reform Commission report Sentencing of Federal Offenders
delivered in 1980 contained the first examination of parole in the case of
Commonwealth

offend~rs
offend~rs

and dealt aloo with non-custodial sentencing options

includirig supervision by State probation officers.

*

In May 1981 a Home Office Committee report was published in England, Review of

Parole in England and WalES,
Wales, supporting the parole system.
sy~tem.
:4:

In 1982 the report of the New Zealand Penal Policy Review Committee was made
pUblic.
public. That report contained a large number of proposals for reform. Amongst the
most controversial proposals ·has been

the suggestion for a

change in the

organisl3.tion of the probation service. The report was extremely critical of the
present probation service in New Zealand. It claimed that the evidence showed that
probation did not have any significant impact on rates of recidivism. The New
Zealand report concluded 'we regard this as diluting penal resources into the
community to such an extent that the cost in time and money is hardly justified in
terms of any ga ins to the crim innl justice system.,3 The thrust of the report so
far as the PrObation
Probation Service of New Zealand was concerned, was to try to break
down the suggested 'confusion' between the social welfare role of· the probation
officer and the criminal justice supervisory role. It proposed confining probation
officers basically to the latter. The change wQuld t;>e signalled by a renaming. of the
service as 'Offender Supervisory Service'. Greater use of community volunteers

-9-

was envisnged with the aim of reducing costs. Criticism of these proposed changes
'Offcnocr Supervisory
in New Zealand has led some commcntntors to dub the 'Offender
Service'

the

'S8,.4
'88,.4

A visiting

professor of social work administration has

changes to the New Zealand Prohntion Service as
condemned the proposed changoes
'destroying the service and turning them into community-hased screws,.5
Alternntive.<; Committee,
* In 1982 also the second report of the Victoril1n Sentencing Alternative.c;
ParoLe and

Remissions.

This

report .analyred the

Australian

Law

Reform

mointt1incO in
Commission recommendations. It ('oncluded that parole should be mnintllincd
Victoria, with a few administrative changes.
ob;servatjons in the Mitchell, Nagle find
Many of you will be familiar wIth the ob;servations
nnd
M1lir reports. Perhaps what I have said will lead you to become familiar with the New
Muir
Zealand controversy. I want to spend my remaining time talking' to you about the
Commission'S proposals as they would affect parole in the case of
Australian Law Reform Commission's
Commonwealth offenders. These aSSume special importance because reform of Federal
pnrole is, as J have said, on Senator Evans' list of promised actions in the Federal sphere.
FEDERAL PAROLE: ABOLITION OR REFORM?

Parole originated as a hUmane
humane endeavour to modify the harsher aspects of
punishment, to encourage good conduct in prison and to afford the prisoner a flope of early
restoration to normal life, if he behaved in a socially accep11lble way, first in prison and
later once released during parole. Unfortunately, as parole has developed in

Aust~a1ill,
Aust~a1ill,

probably no 'other aspect of our criminal justice and punishment system creates such
feelings of unfairness (in many cases justified) as thedisparaties
the disparaties in-parole, as Ule system
is currently administered. The failings (and, let it be said, the achievements) of our parole
system are dealt with at length in the many reports I have mentioned, both in Australia,
Britain and New Zealand. They are catalcgued once again in the Australian Law Reform
. Commission's report. Among the principal defects of parole as currently orv,atJized are:

*
*

it promotes a degree uncertainty and indeterminacy in criminal punishment;
it assumes that later conduct in s()::!iety
s~iety can

be

predicted on

th~

basis of c·onauct in

the arti ficia} world of prison;

*

the procedures for parole decisions are currently conducted larg-ely in secr"t
secr('t and
(though parole in fact affects the amount of time that a person will lose his
liberty), most parole decisions are simply not
not reviewable in an open court forum.
An administrative decision, largely unreviewable in the courts, affects, in practical
practicaJ
terms, the liberty of the subject; and

-10-

* parole is, to some extent at ieast, a factor in a criminal justice 'charade'. A long
initial sentence
Sentence is typically imposed by the judge .or magistrate. But they, the
prisoners themselves, probation and
generally

an

parol~
parol~

officers and now the com munity

know that 'the long sentence' will not usually be served. Rather a

much shorter sentence will be served, the exact length of tin:e depending in part
upon

~he

judicial order and in part upon an unreviewable administrative discretion,

made in secret, on the basis of material which is largely untested and frequently
tmknown to the subject whose freedom is in issue.
But if all these genera] objections to parole can be made, partiCUlar
particular objection
can he directed to pnrole in the case of Federal offenders. The administrative procedures
BJ'e extremely complicated. The system operates

different1~.r
differentl~.r

in different parts of

Austral!a.
Attorney-Genero.l and the
Austral.!a. Individual decisions have to be made by the Federal Attorney-General
Govcrnor:-Genernl - both of them busy officers of state attending to these individual
duties amongst pressing national responsibilities.
The Australian Law Reform Commission'S
Commission's report acknowledged the difficulties
of abolishing parole only in the c~se
Cl;lse of Federal offenders. However, it is believed that a
start should be made. The Commission therefore recommended that we shOUld
shoUld return to
more determinate sentencing, standard and uniform remissions for good behaviour and
industry, and the abolition of the parole system in the case of Federal offenders. It was
pointed out that a consequence of this .decision would be the necessity of shorter
sentences for Federal prisoners. The role 'of
of the gUidelines
guidelines drawn up by the Sentencing
Council was stressed in this connection. If the proposa,l to abolish

par~le

were not

accepted or is delayed for a time, the report urged immediate step's
step"s radically
radical1y to reform
the system of parole as it affects Commonwealth prisoners in Australia. Among the
reforms urged, in this eventuality, were:

*

amendments to the language of the Commonwealth Prisoners Act so it would apply,
in terms, uniformly throughout Australia;

* .iI.ltroduction
.if.ltroduction of standard non-parole periods and remissions for all Federal prisoners;
-in the case of refusal of parole to a Federal prisoner;
* the Obligation to give reasons "in

*

access by Federal prisoners to iecords considered by parole authorities, save in
certain exceptional and defined circu
mstancesj
circumstances;

*

the opportunity of prisoner participation and representation to some extent in
parole hearings affecting his libertyj
liberty;

*

the nomination of an identified Commonwealth officer r,esponsible for providing
parole information to prisoners and their families;

* the publication of ps.role guidelines for release decisions; and
* the creation of a Commonwealth Parole Board, in substitution for the
Governor-GenerAl advised bv the Attornev-General.

-ll-11-

None of these matters was dealt with in the Crimes Amendment Act 1982.
Federnl parole remains for the future. Plainly it will be important
Action on reform of Federal
that any moves towards more determinate senterY.!ing
sente~ing and away from the secret,
un rev iewable discretionary. elements, as presently practised in Australia, should not

injUstice for another. An integral part of the Australian Lew
schstitute one form of injustice
Commission's scheme for the abolition of parole wns the introduction of
Reform Comrnission's
sentencing guidelines established hy the Sentencing Council. It was hoped that these would
lE!l!cls of imprisonment and
promote a general, orderly and consistent reduction of the levels

greater uniformity of punishment in Australia. An illustration of the differential use of
probation, parole and imprisonment in the various jurisdictions of Australia can be seen in
Mr .. David Biles of the A.llstralian Institute of
the excellent diagram prepared by Mr..
(;riminology which was
Commission's report. 6

reproduced in page

113 of the Australian Law Reform

im!?risonment are higher than those in most countries of the
Australian levels of imQrisonment
Western comm unity. It is important that any abolition or modification of parole as it
arrangement"> to
presently operates in Australia, should be accompanied by institutional arrangement,,>
ensure that the determinate sentence imposed by the court is influenced by sentencing
guidelines which take into account the general pollcy to reduce the use and terms of
plIDishment. This P<:,lic~i, at least, has now been given clear expression
imprisonment as a punishment.
in the Commonwealth Parliament by the passage of the Crimes Amendment Act 1982,
based on the Australian Law Reform Commission's report.
KEEP IN G OUR PERSPECTIVES

We must not lese sight of our perspectives here. C.learly there are some
dangerous and anti-sreial
anti-slXial offenders whose offences can only be dealt with by
imprisonment. CI.early too, we must be careful that reductions in the use of imprisonment
do not outstrip community opinion too far. We must rely on sound decisions; for mistakes
can be very costly to innocent .members of the community, to the good name of the
probati-on
Elnd penal law
probati·on and parole service and to the Whole cause of criminal justice and
reform. An editorial in the Sydney Dany TelEgraph reminds us of the good work that can
be undone when a partiCular off ender on parole or probatio.n goes bad again:

An too often, it appears, criminals are released from gaol on parole when they
All
have not been rehabilitated...Finding
rehabilitated ... Finding en approl?riate
appro!?riate

sent~nce
sent~nce

for a crime is a

heavy burden on any judge or magistrate. To have to attempt alSo

~o

predict the

circumstances that may exist at some future date and decide that parole may be
appropriate then is an alnlOst impossible burden. It would not be such a burden if
judges knew that the parole date they set wouid be treated'Bs
treated· as it was intended - as a
minimum

time

in

gaol

before

release

is

considered

and

not,

as

-12releflse unle.c;s
unle..<;s
is 811.too often the case, the maximum period to be served before relense
gaol. .. As the statistics show too
the prisoner has been particularly difficult while in gaol...

many criminals return to crime after serving sentences much shorter
shorter than actually
dom. Serious considerntion must be given to more judicious use of the
handed dam.
- and more effort made to ensure
parole system and the use of low security prisons -and
that prisoners are capable of living under the laws set by our society before they

are set free. 7
If only it were possible to predict

da~erousness. If
da~erousness.

only it were within the

ability of man to determine those who could safely be released and those who should be
held to the fun
fUll limit of the sentence. If only our prisons did, as the editorialist put it
'rehabilitate' prisoners. If only

pro~atioo
pro~atioo

and parole decisions could be made more

scientifically. It is no use indulging wistfully in these pipedreams. The most we can hope
to do is to:
..,. introduce greater uniformity and consistency in punishment of convicted offenders;

* reduce the resort to imprisonment which has so many destructive effects on the
prisoner and his family and costs the community so much;

* increase, imaginatively, the variety of punishments that are available to judicial
officers, inclUding
including those which require the participation of probation and parole
officersj and

*

remove the most dehumanising elements of our institutions - many of which were
built in the Victorian age and still incorporate features that are silent, persisting
monuments to the forgotten theories of forgotten penologists.
There are, of course, many difficulties in the way of reforming the punishm€mt-~'
punishm€mt-~'

of Federal offenders. They are often bailed by State police, tried in State courts,
sentenced by State
.sentenced

j~dicial
j~dicial

officers, re'Jiewed
r€!'Jiewed by State probation officers: and when

im prisoned, consigned to State

'institutions~
'institutions~

They are a small proportion of the criminal

popUlation.
population. But they are the CommonwealthTs responsibility. And it is no more right that
the Commonwe:'1lth
Commonwe:'llth should .resign its duties in respect of those offenders than it would be
to suggest that the States of Australin should resign their duties to reform and modernise
their own crimInal justice systems. A start has been made in the long-neglected area of
Federal crime and punishment. And the start has gone beyond a report to action by the
Federal Government and Parliament. I recognise that reforms that affect punishment of
Commonwealth offenders

mu~t
mu~t

move with sensitivity to the implications such reforms

may 'have for State offenders, undergoing punishments side-by-side with their Federal
counterparts. Sensitivity is one thing. Neglect is another and neglect is unacceptable.

~~~-_._--~----_._---

~~~--.---~-----.----
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Moves towards the reform of the punishment of Federal offenders will
sometimes act as a cataly?t and stimulus for reforms in the State sphere. In the field of
criminal punishment, there is no final word. The problems abound and there are no simple
solutions. But the need to introduce a more modern, cost effective, open ond somewhat
more scientific system is, I think, !?eyond
Australian Law Reform
l?eyond debate. The work of the Anstralian
Commission· is directed to these goals and I hope that it attracts the interest and support
of thinking officers in the probation and parole services.
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